Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) - Gloves
MaxiFlex Ultimate
Perfect for: General purpose and maintaining dexterity.
Nylon/lycra glove for a close fit to your hand
Combines comfort, dexterity and flexibility
Airtech technology for 360 degree breathability
Sanitised for anti-microbial protection
Foam nitrile/polyurethane coating for protection and grip
Level 4 abrasion protection
Available in sizes 6 -11.

Maxi Grip Gloves
Perfect for: General purpose and for maintaining dexterity.
Black Nylon/Lycra seamless liner for increased comfort and breathability. Maxi Grip Coating technology provides a super close fit and feel with soft, durable and flexible coating on the palm.
Layered Foam Nitrile/PU Maxi Grip Coating provides superior protection from oil penetration yet repels water! Spongy effect of the multi layered coating minimizes exposure of palm to liquids.
Sizes: M- 2XL

Maxicut 3
Perfect for:
When working with sharp blades.
Cut resistant without loss of feel.
360 degree breathability.
Extra reinforcing between thumb and forefinger.
Cut Resistant Level 3.
Sizing XS – XL

Powergrab Thermal Winter Work Gloves
100% natural rubber MICROFINISH latex coating for superior wet and dry handling
Ergonomic design for maximum comfort and minimum hand fatigue
Extra coating over thumb area for additional safety
Acrylic/polyester seamless liner for warmth in cold conditions
Available in sizes 7-11 (Small - 2XL)

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
Thermo Waterproof Thermal Gloves

Perfect for: Extremely wet and cold conditions
Soft PVC waterproof outer glove and a thermal liner to maintain warmth.
Specially Formulated soft PVC Outer glove for water protection
Has a rough finish for maintaining grip in wet and oily conditions
Detachable seamless thermal liner
30cm in length
Available Sizes: XL - 2XL

Maxi Grip Thermal Gloves

Perfect for: Cold conditions. Very popular for winter!
Excellent thermal insulated properties
Warm double layered polyester seamless glove
Foam latex coating for grip and protection.
It is also water resistant.
Sizing S – 2XL

Stormtech Thermal Fleece Gloves

Versatile thermal insulating gloves
Made from ultra soft 100% polar fleece with added 40g 3M thinsulate layer
has a elasticated cuff for comfort fit and heat retention
Designed in Canada Comes in: Black
Sizes: M - XL

Active Grip Lite Glove

Perfect for: Summer jobs where extra grip is important.
15-gauge seamless polyester lined glove
100% natural rubber Microfinish latex coating designed to protect and grip onto and dry or slippery surface.
Extra coating on the thumb for extra safety.
Ergonomic design for maximum comfort and minimum hand fatigue
Sizing 7 - 11

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
**Powergrab Plus**

Perfect for: Changeable weather conditions.  
Able to handle things in wet and dry weather.  
Microfinish coating for protection with extra on the fingers.  
Extra finish on the thumbs  
Sizing 7 – 11

---

**Soft n Care Pink Glove**

Perfect for: Gardening.  
A natural feeling microfinish coating designed to protect flowers and fruits.  
Soft natural-feeling MICROFINISH coating  
13-gauge polyester liner  
Reduced hand fatigue and more flexibility  
Odourless and machine washable Size S only

---

**Power Maxx Rigger**

Perfect for: General purpose handling, rigging and steelwork  
Tough Premium Leather Rigger Top grade cowhide plam and knuckle strap  
Snug fitting elasticated wrist  
Spandex back for extreme comfort  
Reinforced thumb and forefinger  
Sizing M – 2XL

---

**Max Grip Force Mechanic Gloves**

Durable Fitted Ultra Grip Mechanics Glove  
Durable one piece synthetic leather plam  
Reinforced and padded palm with non-slip silicon dotted grip  
Elastane back for comfort and breath-ability  
Neoprene knuckle bar and foam back for greater flexibility  
Velcro wrist strap provides extra protection and snug fit  
Sizes: M - 2XL

---

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
Power Maxx Active Rigger glove.

Perfect for: General purpose handling, rigging
Anti Vibration EVA Padded Palm
Washable
Padded Knuckle Protection
Snug fitting elastic wrist
Non - Slip Grip for wet or oily conditions
Comes in sizes S - 2XL

$13.00
$14.95 inc. GST

Provibe Rigger

Perfect for: Working with heavy vibrating machinery
Anti vibration 100% silicone gel palm
One piece synthetic leather palm with reinforcing
Reinforced stitching on fingers
Neoprene knuckle panel provides increased flexibility
Easy-on pull tag. Velcro strap for snug fit. The non-slip grip is ideal for use for hand and power tools in dry, wet or oily conditions
Sizes M,L,XL

$25.00
$28.75 inc. GST

Anti-Vibration Fingerless Gloves

Perfect for: Working with heavy vibrating machinery
Double stitched padded reinforced palm patches
Close fitting hand contour for extra feel and dexterity
Fingerless for added feel and ventilation,
Velcro wrist fasteners
Size XL

$19.50
$22.43 inc. GST

Split Leather Glove (Grey/Stripe)

Perfect for: General purpose handling.
Lightweight and economical gloves.
A safety cuff and knuckle bar for extra protection.
Cow split leather glove
One size fits all

$3.75
$4.31 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
Rigger Glove

Perfect for: Construction, gardening and rigging.
Soft feel cow grain glove
Wing thumb, stitch-free palm
Suitable uses include construction, gardening, mining, rigging or general purpose handling
Sizing S – 2XL & 4XL

$9.95
$11.44 inc. GST

ProFit Gecko Grip

One piece synthetic leather palm with cut off fingers
Silicone Gecko Grip non-slip palms, ideal for use in dry, wet or oily conditions
Cut-off finger design, perfect for handling small parts
Rubberised reinforced canvas on thumb and forefinger
Reinforced stitching on fingers. Pull-tab for easy removal
Neoprene knuckle panel for increased flexibility
Integrated terry cloth sweat wipe. Sizing M – XL

$22.00
$25.30 inc. GST

ProTek Glove

Perfect for: Using power and hand tools in any condition.
One piece synthetic leather palm
Non-slip grip perfect for wet, dry or oily conditions
Reinforced stitching on fingers
Neoprene knuckle panel for increased flexibility
Integrated terry cloth sweat wipe
Elastane back for superior breathability and dexterity
Velcro strap for good fit, Sizing M - XL

$24.75
$28.46 inc. GST

MaxiDry

Perfect for: Very wet conditions.
Waterproof 30cm gloves with excellent resistance to chemicals & caustics.
Micro cups to provide superior grip in wet or oily conditions.
Sizing S - XL

$14.95
$17.19 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
Welders Gloves

Perfect for: Smelter work and welding.
406mm long
High quality cow split leather with kevlar stitching to withstand high temperatures.
Reinforced palm to first finger for added durability.
One size fits most.

Black Armour Nitrile Gloves

Perfect for: Chemical handling.
Super strong - stretch them past your elbow without breaking!
High chemical resistance - petrol, diesel, oil, most solvents and paint thinners, and most other chemicals
High puncture resistance, Powder free but easy to put on
Textured for grip and handling
USFDA/European CE certified for food and medical uses
Sizing S – XL (100 box) & 2XL (90 box)

High-risk Latex Gloves Box 50

Perfect for: High risk chemical jobs.
Powder-free, close fitting latex glove,
Cuff extended for a total length of 28cm
Super tough thickness, 13mil. Textured finger grip
Manufactured to meet medical standards
Made from top-quality natural latex
Colour: Blue Contains 50 pairs.
Available in sizes M-XL.

Black Knight Latex Glove

Natural Rubber latex Gloves
Designed to offer better resistance against chemical and mechanical resistance
Sanitized for guaranteed cleanliness and to inhibit bacterial growth
Satin lining for comfort ease and feel
45cm in length for extra forearm protection
Sizes 8 - 11 (M- 2XL)

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders
Knitted Cotton Glove

Perfect for:
Assembly line operations, light engineering and cold storage.
Also ideal as a liner glove under latex gloves for warmth and comfort.
Polycotton liner ambidextrous glove, 7 gauge knit
Sizing: Mens or Womens

$1.49
$1.71 inc. GST

Fingerless Gloves

Perfect for: Keeping your hands warm without losing the use of your fingers.
Unisex fingerless gloves
Polar fleece lining for additional warmth
Knitted acrylic
Comfortable wrist band
One size fits most

$9.95
$11.44 inc. GST

Please note there will be additional discount for quantity orders and account holders